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Introduction: Grown-up congenital heart (GUCH) patients are a

growing population formed by youth people with high complexity related to the
particular type of cardiopathy itself and previous sugeries.
During the last 12 years in our GUCH unit we have operated 240 patients with
extracorporeal circulation (ECC). Multivalve surgery is growing along time,
reaching 19% of our whole activity.
We present here our experience with these patients requiring simultaneous
surgery in 2 or more cardiac valves.

Material & methods: Retrospective study of 46 patients

operated in our GUCH unit (surgery in ≥2 cardiac valves at the same time), in the
period (December 2003-January 2016). Statistical study with SPSS-20.0

Results:
Mean age: 41±13 years (range: 18,75-74), 56,5% women.
Main heart disease:
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Graph shows from left to right the number of multivalve
surgeries performed in GUCH patients, with number of hospital
deaths, and late mortality, subdivided in 3 periods of time
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Previous operations in 95,6%, with mean of 2 ± 1,1 surgeries per patient.
Interval between primary reparative surgery and actual procedure was 28 ± 8,7 years
(range: 0-42,5)
Preoperative functional class III-58,5% and IV-12,2%, history of arrhythmia in 66,7%.
Principal indications for surgery related to valve incompetence: pulmonary-80%, mitral-13%, aortic-7%.
Surgical techniques employed:
Valve
Patients (%) Detail
 89% 2-valve surgery, 11% 3-valve surgery
Pulmonary 37 (80,4%) Valve replacement: Biological (8 Biocor, 29 Mosaic )
 More frequent surgery performed:
Tricuspid
34 (73,7%) Plasty 27: de Vega technique (15), prosthetic ring (12)
pulmonary bioprosthesis + tricuspid plasty or
Valve replacement 7: Biological
bioprosthesis in 27 patients (58,7%).
Aortic
15
(32,6%)
Valve
replacement:
Mechanical
(14),
Biological
(1)
 Associated surgery in 27 patients (58,7%)
11 (23,9%) Plasty: 5
mainly consisted in closing a residual septal Mitral
Valve replacement: Mechanical (6)
defect.
 Median ECC time was 191 minutes (IQR: 129-277), and aortic cross-clamp time was 135 minutes (IQR: 94-151).
Hospital mortality: 2(4,3%), was better than expected with the preoperative risk scales (97,8% in RASCHS category-3,
mean EACTS: 7,5±0,8, and mean Euroscore: 9,7±7,6). Hospital morbidity: 15(33%).
Follow-up was complete, with mean 3,9±3,9 years (maximum 12,5).
Late mortality 2(4,7%), without new reoperations with ECC.
Nowadays, functional class is I-30% and II-57,5%.

Conclusions:
 Multivalve disease in GUCH patients is a challenge with high risk.
 The number of GUCH patients needing multivalve surgery is increasing over time.
 We operate these patients in our GUCH unit with good results (low mortality and improvement of clinical status), in low
and medium-time follow-up.
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